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Abstract
The labour force participation rate (LFPR) is an important indicator for forecasting
and monitoring labour market activity. It is the percentage of the working age
population (WAP) which is employed or actively seeking employment. In the shortterm, where output is primarily determined by labour input, percentage changes in
real GDP per WAP can be expressed as the sum of the percentage change in the LFPR
and the percentage change in labour productivity.
The overall LFPR for the aggregate labour force is influenced by the LFPRs of its
constituent and diverse groups. In previous work, we reported our monitoring and
forecasting of LFPRs for groups disaggregated by age. In this paper we report the
extension of this work to a more disaggregated level so that we include gender and
highest qualification as additional dimensions.
We report annual forecasts to three years of 86 LFPRs. Eighty six forecasting
equations arise from the product of 11 age cohorts, 2 genders, and 4 highest
qualifications (degree, level 4+ tertiary, school, no qualifications), less 2 equations for
degree holders in the 15 – 19 group for males and females, which are assigned to be
non-existent. We propose a unique econometric model that we applied to the 86 time
series spanning 1992 to 2012 to estimate the multivariate regressions.
We also report:
 an analysis of the historic and disaggregated time series of LFPRs. This
includes measures of the differentials shown between LFPRs for various agegender groups according to qualification over 20 years
 diagnostic criteria for model selections
 standard errors of regressions and tests of within-sample forecasts for the 2008
– 2012 period for some age cohorts.
The datasets of age by gender by highest qualification were constructed using the unit
record data from Household Labour Force Survey (HLFS) annual data for the period
1992 to 2012.

The views expressed and any omissions or errors are those of the authors and do not reflect the
official view of the Ministry.
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1.0

Introduction2

The labour force participation rate (LFPR) is an important indicator for forecasting
and monitoring labour market activity. It is the percentage of the working age
population (WAP) which is employed or actively seeking employment. In the shortterm, where output is primarily determined by labour input, the percentage change in
real GDP per WAP can be expressed as the sum of the percentage change in the LFPR
and the percentage change in labour productivity.
MBIE’s labour market analysts are concerned with forecasting and monitoring the
behaviour of the labour market in a macroeconomic context. Part of this work
involves monitoring and forecasting of LFPR for the aggregate labour force as well as
its component groups.
In general, historic series of LFPRs and projections of LFPRs for the aggregate labour
force are well reported. Labour Force projections are regularly updated by Statistics
New Zealand classified by age and gender (2012a Statistics New Zealand). MBIE has
reported studies of general trends and features of specific age groups in previous
studies (2012b SriRamaratnam et al, 2012c SriRamaratnam et al) and in regular
monitoring reports (2013 Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment).
The qualifications possessed by the labour force are important determinants of its
productivity and therefore of future economic growth. From a labour market
perspective, qualifications of workers shape both their readiness to participate in the
workforce as well as their capacity to meet demand for specific skills.
LFPRs corresponding to different qualifications for each age-gender combination
show large variations between themselves. Importantly this behaviour is not revealed
by the aggregate LFPR for the age-gender combination. This is shown in Fig 1 to Fig
3 below (discussed more fully later) where the LFPRs for both genders of the 40-44
age group in Fig 1 can be compared to the LFPRs for their qualification-specific
components in Fig 2 and Fig 3. Hence investigating and forecasting LFPRs for agegender-qualification combinations will improve our forecasting of LFPRs and our
monitoring of them.
Models which project LFPRs several years and decades ahead based mainly or solely
on demographic drivers (fertility, mortality and net migration) have a useful purpose
to serve with respect to assessing LFPR constraints and supply and demand
imbalances that may arise in 20-30 years or even 60 years ahead.
At the same time, these models do not take into account economic and business cycle
effects that determine LFPR. The responses of different groups characterised by age
gender and highest qualification attainment levels are expected to show different
short-term responses to these effects.
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In this study, we apply a conceptual modeling framework that seeks to capture these
economic effects by incorporating the employment rates (age group and/or gender and
age group specific) as proxy variables representing the business cycle effects.
Figure 1: LFPR for Females and Males 40-44 years old
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Figure 2: LFPR for males 40-44
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Figure 3: LFPR for females 40-44 years

In summary, the objectives of this study are to:






forecast 86 series of LFPRs to a three year horizon for HLFS-based data
disaggregated by age, gender and qualification
incorporate the influence on the forecasts of business cycles as important
short term economic factors
develop a simple and easily manageable process for producing and
updating forecasts
compare the annual changes in the forecasts with those in Statistics NZ
projections, at an aggregated level
draw insights from analysis of disaggregated historic data series

The outcome of this study will be a better understanding of the unique behaviour of
each subgroup. This will improve our capacity to interpret changes and predict future
trends in aggregate LF. We expect this understanding to also improve the robustness
of the forecasting process over time.
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2.0 Analysis of historic labour force participation rate data
series
Analysis of historic data can provide insights into behaviour of sub-components of LF
and of their contribution to aggregate labour supply changes.

2.1

LFPR data series differ by age, gender and qualification

The charts above below (Fig 24 and Fig 35) are provided as examples to aid the
following discussion. They show eight (four in each Figure) of the 86 historic LFPR
time series. Fig 24 shows time series of LFPRs for the females in the 40-44 years age
group. The four time series are for highest qualification categories of degree, level 4+,
school, and no qualification. Fig 35 shows the corresponding time series for females.
Visual inspection of these time series shows a number of interesting differences that
have been quantified in simple ways. We present and discuss two of these:


“gender effect” on LFPR



“qualification effect” on LFPR
2.2

Gender effect on labour force participation rate (LFPR)

A “gender effect” is calculated as the average annual difference (over the 21 years
from 1992 to 2012) between LFPRs for males and females for each age-qualification
combination. In Fig 24 and Fig 35 this amounts to calculating the average of the
annual difference between lines of the same colour (same qualification). We obtain
four averages for the age group 40-44 years. When this is repeated for all 11 age
groups we obtain 43 average annual differences. These are plotted in Fig 46 with
colour coding to aid the discussion of them.
In algebraic terms, we can express this average annual difference in LFPR for males
(LFPR_M) and that for females (LFPR_F) in the years from i=1992 to i=2012, for
each age-qualification combination as:
𝑖=2012

1
𝐴𝑉𝐺_𝐺𝐸𝑁_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹 = ( ) ∑ (𝐿𝐹𝑃𝑅𝑀 𝑖 − 𝐿𝐹𝑃𝑅𝐹 𝑖 )
21
𝑖=1992

In the main, Fig 46 shows that avg-gen-diff (average difference due to gender) is:


generally positive in favour of males, indicating that on average, males
showed higher LFPRs for all age groups and qualifications compared to
females over the 1992 to 2012 period
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generally this difference in favour of males is highest for “no quals” followed
by “school”, “level 4+” and “degree”, indicating that, in general, possessing a
“level 4+” or “degree” qualification reduces the gender disparity in LFPR by
approximately similar amounts



generally this difference in LFPR between males and females is also higher for
the 3 age groups in the 25-39 age range (covering those of child bearing age)
than for other age groups



for the older age groups covering 45-65+ the difference between males and
females tend to show a similar pattern of differences for all qualifications,
rising with age up to 60-64 then falling for the 65+ age group



for the younger age groups covering those in 15-19 and 20-24 categories, the
male female differences show different behaviour across the different
qualifications, including higher participation by females 15-19 years with
school and 20-24 years with degree qualifications

Figure 4: Gender effect on LFPR
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2.3

Qualification effect on labour force participation rate (LFPR)

A “qualification effect” (qual_eff) is calculated as the average annual difference (over
the 21 years from 1992 to 2012) between LFPRs for persons by age and gender with a
qualification (such as school, level 4+ and degree) and the corresponding LFPR for
the case of no qualification.
In Fig 24 and Fig 35 above this amounts to calculating the difference for each year
between the violet line (no qual) and each of the red, blue and green lines
(representing higher qualifications). The average of the differences over 21 years is
calculated. The results for each age-gender combination are shown in Table 1 below.
In algebraic terms, we can express this average annual difference in LFPR for persons
with a qualification of degree, level 4+, school (LFPR_Q) and corresponding persons
with no qualification (LFPR_N) in the years from i=1992 to i=2012, for each agequalification combination as:
𝑖=2012

1
𝑄𝑈𝐴𝐿_ 𝐸𝐹𝐹 = ( ) ∑ (𝐿𝐹𝑃𝑅_𝑄𝑖 − 𝐿𝐹𝑃𝑅_𝑁𝑖 )
21
𝑖=1992

Table 1: Qualification effect on LFPR
15-19

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

55-59

60-64

65+

male -degree

n/a

0.02

0.10

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.10

0.12

0.13

0.20

0.17

male - level 4+

0.43

0.11

0.11

0.12

0.11

0.11

0.10

0.11

0.13

0.14

0.04

male - school

0.14

-0.04

0.07

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.09

0.10

0.10

0.02

female -degree

n/a

0.37

0.37

0.25

0.17

0.16

0.17

0.22

0.28

0.28

0.16

female - level 4+

0.42

0.32

0.26

0.20

0.17

0.16

0.17

0.20

0.21

0.21

0.07

female - school

0.22

0.20

0.19

0.14

0.11

0.10

0.12

0.13

0.14

0.11

0.02

Males
1. We can conclude that degree and “level 4+” qualifications provide similar
premiums (ranging from 10% to 13%) for males for the 25-59 age groups.
This is larger than the premiums of LFPR for “school” qualification (ranging
from 7% to 10%).
In general, this suggests that:
 a qualification of some kind provides a similar LFPR premium over
no qualification for males covering large portion of the working age
groups
 premiums for “degree” and “level 4+” are similar but larger than that
for “school”.
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2. All qualifications provide a premium in terms of LFPR for the 60-64 and 65+
age groups with “degrees” providing the highest, followed by “level 4+” and
then “school” .
3. By comparison “level 4+” (43%) and “school” (14%) qualifications provide
premiums in terms of LFPR for the 15-19 age group.
4. The 20-24 age group benefits little from degree (2%) qualification and a
school qualification is a detriment (-4%) to LFPR compared with no
qualification.

Females
1. We can conclude that degree and “level 4+” qualifications provide similar
premiums (ranging from 16% to 37%) for females for the same 20-59 age
groups. This is larger than the premium for “school” qualification (ranging
from 10% to 20%).
In general, similar to the result for males, this suggests that:
 a qualification of some kind provides a similar LFPR premium over
no qualification for females covering large proportion of the working
age groups


the premiums for “degree” and “level 4+” are similar but larger than
that for “school”.

2. Compared with the results for males, the premiums for females from having a
qualification are generally higher and show greater variation across the age
groups, possibly reflecting the influence of other factors including being
primary child carers.
3. All qualifications provide a premium in terms of LFPR for the 60-64 and 65+
age groups with “degrees” providing the highest, followed by “level 4+” and
then “school” . These premiums are similar to those for the corresponding
male age groups.
4. By comparison “level 4+” (42%) and “school” (22%) qualifications provide
premiums in terms of LFPR for the 15-19 age group that are comparable to the
corresponding male premiums (43% and 14%).
5. Interestingly, the premium in terms of LFPR for the 20-24 age group with a
degree (37%) qualification and with a school qualification (20%), are very
different to those observed for males (2% and -4%).
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3.0

Conceptual Framework

This section describes the simple conceptual models used to derive forecasts for 86
age-gender-qualification combinations for labour force participation rate. In this study
the time series of the levels of LFPRs are non-stationary and we prefer to work with
stationary time series of the annual percentage changes (apc(LFPR)) for estimating
econometric equations.
In order to forecast 86 LFPRs, we first forecast the corresponding apc(LFPRs and
apply the forecasts to current period LFPRs.
We hypothesise that a simple generic structural model applies to all LFPRs that
explains their historic behaviour and enables their forecast.
The corresponding econometric model with no restriction on the number of variables
for each age-gender-qualification sub group for age class i, gender class j and
qualification class k is:
𝒂𝒑𝒄(𝑳𝑭𝑷𝑹𝒊𝒋𝒌𝒕 ) = ∑𝒑 𝜶𝒊𝒋𝒌,𝒕−𝒑 𝒂𝒑𝒄(𝑳𝑭𝑷𝑹𝒊𝒋𝒌,𝒕−𝒑 ) + ∑𝒒 𝜷𝒊𝒋𝒌,𝒕−𝒒 𝒂𝒑𝒄(𝑬𝑹𝒊𝒋𝒌,𝒕−𝒒 ) + 𝜸𝒊𝒋𝒌,𝒓 𝑴𝑨𝒊𝒋𝒌,𝒓 + 𝝐𝒊𝒋𝒌𝒕
(1)

This specification expresses the apc of the participation rate 𝑳𝑭𝑷𝑹𝒊𝒋𝒌,𝒕−𝒑 for subgroup
i,j,k at any time t as a (i) linear combination of past apc’s, (ii) a linear combination of
past apcs of the employment rate 𝑬𝑹𝒊𝒋𝒌,𝒕−𝒒 used as a proxy for the influence of the
state of the business cycle; and (iii) a moving average term 𝑴𝑨𝒊𝒋𝒌,𝒓 . In some cases the
employment rate used is both age and gender specific.
Estimating this equation for each subgroup provides estimates of coefficients 𝜶𝒊𝒋𝒌,𝒕−𝒑
and 𝜷𝒊𝒋𝒌,𝒕−𝒒 and 𝜸𝒊𝒋𝒌,𝒓 .
This specification is selected to reflect the following assumptions
that 𝒂𝒑𝒄(𝑳𝑭𝑷𝑹𝒊𝒋𝒌𝒕 ):
 has an autoregressive behavior since in the absence of any change influences,
it will follow recent past patterns that we observe but cannot specify. This
behavior can be explained by the cumulative effect of past participation
decisions of individuals to participate in the labour force at time t


is determined by the decisions of individuals who are influenced by their
perceptions or experiences of the state of the business cycle that is proxied by
the employment rate



is influenced by past trends, specified by moving average terms of the
residuals

In order to achieve simplicity and transparency of forecasting, we restrict this general
model for each specific disaggregated series so that we estimate equations for each of
the 86 series in terms of 3 (sometimes 4) terms:
 an autoregressive term
 a moving average term
9



4.0

a selected explanatory variable that is a proxy for the state of the business
Previous work and literature review

The Labour Market and Business Performance unit of MBIE formerly commissioned
work leading to the development of a model forecasting labour supply (DLSSM - the
disaggregated labour status scenario model) and a variation of it. Both recognise that
labour supply forecasts should account for age, gender and qualification of the
working age population. However, neither model includes any economic variables to
capture the short-term variations in LF due to business cycles. Further neither
explicitly accounts for the qualification characteristic. These shortcomings are
addressed in the present work.
The Cdefop report (2009 Cdefop) provides a helpful overview of macroeconomic
modelling of labour market variables.
Cdefop (p100) models the qualification structure of the population separately and
independently from the qualification structure in the labour force using changing
patterns over time within each sub-group. Labour force participation rates are then
obtained by dividing the estimated labour force for each qualification group by the
corresponding population estimate.
This can lead to implausible outcomes in some cases. To avoid this problem, cdefop
suggests that a useful development would be to model labour force participation rates
for age, gender and qualification categories separately and directly.
This present study uses data disaggregated by age, gender and highest qualification as
suggested by cdefop. This removes the need to make separate assumptions about, or
to estimate separately, the distribution of qualifications over the age and gender
groups, for the population and the labour force.
Cdefop notes that from a macroeconomic modelling context (p26) the main drivers of
labour supply are demographic factors; real wage output levels; unemployment rates;
social benefits; and the structure of the economy (manufacturing versus services).
These are reflected in the labour supply components of cdefop’s E3ME
macroeconomic model3.
The work of Pollitt and Chewpreecha (2008), cited by cdefop at p27 acknowledges
that a number of factors are important in explaining changing patterns of labourmarket participation, including hours worked, the qualification mix and
unemployment.
The cdefop report notes that best practice (p30) for developing projections of labour
supply by qualification, involves a full stock-flow analysis. This is where stocks in
3

http://www.camecon.com/AnalysisTraining/suite_economic_models/E3ME/purpose_
and_design.aspx
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one period are related to stocks in an earlier period, plus inflows less any outflows.
The flows can be linked to demographic developments, migration and to a range of
behavioural drivers, including economic and social factors.
One main issue with estimating flows is that there is limited information available on
flows for lower-level qualifications. Various methods are used to overcome this
barrier, including developing projections using trends in historic time series.
However, limited data and the lack of consistency between databases make it difficult
to produce robust forecasts (p38). For this reason, cdefop focuses on stock-based
models.

5.0

Data

The LFPR series are obtained from HLFS unit record data disaggregated by age,
gender and qualification
A database of apcs was obtained for 86 time series from 1992 to 2012.
The 86 time series are comprised of:


11 age cohorts (15-19; 20-24; 25-29; 30-34; 35-39; 40-44; 45-49; 50-54; 5559; 60-64; and 65+



4 highest qualification levels (degree; level 4+; school; no qualification)



2 genders



less two combinations, considered as non-existent, for males and females of
15 to 19 years with degrees.

The LFPR is the number of persons employed or unemployed divided by the
corresponding working age population for the 86 combinations. This represents or
relate to the most common concept of actual labour supply rather than a potential
labour supply.
The 86 time series were sourced from the HLFS unit record data of Statistics New
Zealand using a SAS program. Unit record counts were aggregated for each
combination and the LFPR and WAP calculated accordingly. The data for each agegender-qualification combination were annual data from 1992 to 2012, being averages
of four quarters of data for the year ended in the June quarter. The data used to
estimate the econometric models were annual percentage changes as noted above.
6.0

Model Estimation
6.1

Econometric Estimation

The model specification is shown in equation 1 above. Equations for 86 different agegender-qualification combinations were estimated using least squares estimation
methods. Results for estimated equations are shown in Appendix A. Table A1a
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(males) and Table A1b (females) show the estimated coefficients and the levels of
significance together with diagnostic criteria for each combination. The modelling
technique constructs each equation with a selection of three parameters. As before, the
“A_” prefix denotes annual percentage change. There is:


usually one (at most two) autoregressive terms, A_LFPRt-i



one age specific or age and gender specific employment rate term, A_EMP t-j



one moving average term (MA (l) ) of residuals.

Dickey-Fuller unit root tests were performed to check all apc variables for
stationarity.
In general the equations use the apc of the employment rate for both sexes (A_EMP).
As noted in section 2 above, in some cases the apc of the gender specific employment
rates (eg A_EMP_M for males and A_EMP_F for females) were used in order to
improve the fit of the equations estimated.
The length of the lags in parameters and the period of the moving average term are
selected in order to produce the best test statistics as follows:


t-tests for the significance of the parameters



F-tests for the significance of the equation as a whole

Residuals tests are then applied to test for the presence of autocorrelation (Q-statistic
test) and heteroscedasticity (ARCH and White tests). Heteroscedasticity and
autocorrelation consistent corrections (Newey-West HAC corrections) are then
applied to arrive at the best possible equation.
All coefficients are significant at least at the 10 per cent level and many at the 1 per
cent level. The specification of the equations is evaluated by F-statistics significant at
least at the 10 per cent level. The overall goodness of fit measured by the R-squared
and adjusted R-squared and the standard errors of the regressions are reported for
equations estimated.
6.2 In-sample forecast tests
In order to assess the typical forecasting accuracy of the equations, tests of withinsample forecasts were made for LFPRs for 30-34 and 35-39 age cohorts by
qualification and gender. For the 16 equations, mean absolute percentage errors
(MAPEs) were calculated by comparing the corresponding forecast and actual values
for the two in-sample June years ending 2011 and 2012. All MAPEs are below 5%.
6.3 Error estimates for the estimated equations
The standard errors of the apc of the regression equations are shown in the Tables in
Appendix A. These form the basis of the errors that we can associate with the
forecasts of WAP and LFPR and therefore of LF.
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In general the standard errors4 of regressions for LFPR are of the order of about 2.1%
for males and 3.0% for females.
The standard errors are expressed in the same units as the apc of the dependent
variables.
In order to generate a forecast of LFPR in the next period, the forecast apc of LFPR is
applied to the current period LFPR. The associated forecast error in the forecast LFPR
is the same as the forecast error in the apc.
This result is useful because the error term is small compared with the LFPR. Hence
comparison of actual out-turns of LFPRs can be compared with reference to this error
margin to provide a measure of significance of an out-turn.
This result is also useful because inspection of the LFPR data shows that differences
between forecast LFPRs, of different age-gender-qualification groups, is often smaller
than the sum of the associated error margins. This is especially true in many cases of
interest (such as in comparing groups of no qualifications with qualifications or in
investigating gender differences). Hence comparison of differences in forecast LFPRs
for different age-gender-qualification groups can be made with some measure of the
margin of error.
In general, the above error analysis supports the application of the forecast LFPRs in
producing LF and other forecasts by age-gender-qualification with an estimated error
of about +/- 2.5%.
7.0

Forecasts
7.1

Forecast Results

Historic data (1993 to 2012) and forecasts (2013 to 2015) are shown as charts in
Appendix B. They show that 3 year forecasts appear to reflect both recent trends and
fluctuations in the historic data series.
Our estimates of annual LFPR are derived from econometrically estimated structural
models. Statistics NZ LFPRs are derived using specific assumptions about future
LFPRs of specific groups in the LF. They are also projections at the end of each June
year similar to the estimates. They are also reported only at the age-gender level and
not at the age-gender-qualification level attempted in this project to assess the impact
of qualification on LFPR.
In order to compare the MBIE forecasts with Statistics NZ projections, MBIE
forecasts of labour supply and working age population (not reported here) are
aggregated up to an age-gender level and a corresponding LFPR is calculated from
them. The two series are quite similar. However, numerical differences between the
two series are evident and reflect the different points in times at which the LFPRs are
assessed.
4

Estimated by excluding a few standard errors of 10% or more.
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7.2 Process for updating forecast with new data
All forecasts developed in the project are easily updated by including latest actual
data and applying the forecast equations. This will produce a new set of 3 year ahead
forecasts. When the disaggregated LFPR data for the 2013 year ended June is
available after the release of the June 2013 quarter data in August 2013 they could be
compared with the forecasts.
After two years it would be helpful to re-estimate the forecast equations incorporating
two years of additional data and any improvements considered necessary with model
specification as well as estimation and then develop new forecasts based on these
models.
When data from the 2013 Census are available, the database can be adjusted and new
forecasts produced.

8.0

Summary and Implications for Labour Supply

The charts in Appendix B clearly show the differences in LFPRs exhibited by
different age-gender-qualification groups. We conclude that forecasting these series
separately will:
 refine our forecasts of these and their aggregates and
 improve our understanding of LFPR results from year to year.
The magnitudes of the differences due to gender and qualification provide important
insights into their impact relative to each other and to other more general impacts
affecting LFPRs. This informs forecasting in the context of changing labour market
condition, demographics and economic conditions.
In general, our simple conceptual framework appears to be effective in providing
robust equations and reasonable standard errors of regression. These provide a helpful
basis from which reasonable 3 year ahead forecasts can be made at such a
disaggregated level.
While mixed interpretations may arise for the lags and relevance of some of the fitted
parameters, we emphasise that our main priority is to develop technically robust
equations, with reasonable explanatory parameters. In this context, the fitted
equations provide an important base for further econometric investigation, as
necessary.
Indeed the raft of 86 individual equations in Appendix A developed with a small
number of explanatory variables, together suggest an underlying economic model that
14

can be further explored with additional explanatory parameters on a case by case
basis, subject to data availability.
This type of analysis is particularly useful in helping to understand the labour supply
behavior of specific groups such as younger workers and older workers and the
impacts on LFPR of higher qualifications by gender. It is from these groups that large
gains in LFPR are possible and with which overall LFPR and overall labour supply
can be increased resulting in higher future economic growth.
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Appendix A: Table A2
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Appendix B: Historical LFPR (1993-2012) and Forecast LFPR (2013-15)
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